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Promoting Canadian
Excellence at NBAA 2015

CEO’S CORNER

T

he CBAA, in partnership with the Department of Foreign
Affairs, Trade and Development (DFATD) is showcasing
Canadian business aviation
entrepreneurs at a Canadian
Pavilion at NBAA 2015. The
role of DFATD is to facilitate
business-to-business (B2B)
matchmaking activities between
Canadian clients and U.S. aerospace companies in attendance
at NBAA 2015. To facilitate
these activities, DFATD, in
partnership with the Canadian
Business Aviation Association
(CBAA), will jointly host
the Pavilion.
“This program is aimed
directly at our smaller members who may not have the
financial or human resources
to sign on for a full booth at
NBAA, but have export-ready
products and services.” said
CBAA president & CEO, Rudy
Toering. “Promoting business
aviation and offering valuable
member services are both part
of CBAA’s strategic objectives.
The Canadian Pavilion helps
further both these ends.”
Up to 10 member companies will take advantage of this
exclusive offer. For a low-cost
fee, participating members get
two complimentary registrations to NBAA 2015, a presence
at the CBAA Canadian Pavilion
(booth #N812), which is located

www.cbaa-acaa.ca

just steps away from NBAA’s
booth, areas to display their
materials and information, access to CBAA private meeting
space, promotion pre-event and
on-site, signage and more. Registration is limited to companies
which have never exhibited
at NBAA.
In 2014, participant services such as business airports,
charter services and refuelers,
as well as aircraft ground equipment and more.
Brent Patterson - President –
Kinnear Upholstery Inc. “Leading Canadian Manufacturer of
Engine Covers”
“I would not hesitate to take
you up on this opportunity in
the future. I am a big fan of
having a place that my sales
rep can invite clients back to
for a more in-depth look at our
products.”
The CBAA Canadian Pavilion is also a welcome gathering spot for the many other

Canadian vendors at the event.
“With 1,000 exhibitors and
25,000 delegates, NBAA can be
overwhelming. In 2014, many
Canadian companies used our
Pavilion as a convenient rendezvous point.” said Toering.
Based on the Pavilion’s popularity and success at NBAA,
the CBAA hopes to expand
the program to other international business aviation events.
Canadian business aviation has
clients all over the world. We
will be working with potential
government partners to see if
we can secure similar support
for EBACE and other highimpact opportunities.”
Toering said.
________________________
For more information on the
CBAA Canadian Pavilion,
please contact Lindsay Berndt,
lberndt@cbaa.ca or Lise
Hodgson, lhodgson@cbaa.ca.
_____________________________

CBAA is a big tent
With about 670 attendees
and 21 aircraft in the static
display, CBAA 2015 has set a
new standard. The quality of the
sessions, the high amount of
activity and sales in the exhibit
hall and at the static, and the
enthusiasm and support of the
delegates, indicate how far our
convention – and association –
have come in the last
three years.
One of my personal
highlights was our ability to
showcase the AVFUEL H-18
hangar, which was transformed
into a professional exhibit area
steps away from one of the
largest static displays in
CBAA history.
Thanks to AVFUEL H-18’s
extraordinary team, we had the
opportunity for the first time
ever to focus national attention
to a key part of the business
aviation community –
small airports.
These airport members,
critical to business aviation,
are part of CBAA’s “big tent”.
Business aviation has many
moving parts. The CBAA
represents operators flying
fixed-wing and rotary business
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CBAA advocacy: wins and
progress on many fronts
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Event Calendar
CBAA 2015 wraps up
one of the biggest – and best
– CBAA conventions in years

STAFF MEMBERS
President and CEO
Rudy Toering, rtoering@cbaa.ca

CBAA Member SMS

Executive Assistant and Director of Administration
Aime O’Connor, ext. 228, aoconnor@cbaa.ca

Welcome New Members

Vice President, Government and Regulatory Affairs
Merlin Preuss, 613-656-0505, mpreuss@cbaa.ca
Membership Sales & Communication Services Manager
Lindsay Berndt, (613) 236-5611 ext. 221, lberndt@cbaa.ca

Membership Matters

Marketing & Industry Relations
Debra Ward, 613 274 0619 dward@cbaa.ca
Events Coordinator
Lise Hodson, lhodgson@cbaa.ca

Finance
Otus Group accounting@cbaa.ca

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

4
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Chair • David Hall
Maintenance Manager
Irving Air Services
Past Chair • Frank Burke
Vice Chair • Rod Barnard, Flight Department
Manager/Chief Pilot, Kal Aviation Group
Secretary • Andrew Wilson
Litigation Council
Rohmer & Fenn
Treasurer • Mike Fedele, Innotech Execaire

BOARD MEMBERS
AT LARGE
aircraft, but we work
consuming to organize,
equally hard to represent
but they are an absolute
our affiliate members,
must for us to not only
from OEMs to AMEs,
promote business aviation
schedulers and dispatchers
but to come together as
to training providers, and
operators and suppliers
from engine manufacturers
to speak with a single
to suppliers of after-market
voice with government
Rudy Toering,
components and ground
and regulators.
President & CEO
support. Our support not
The CBAA has had
only includes advocacy, but
several key wins for all of
creating special opportunities such as the
you, and we are working hard for more.
CBAA Canadian Pavilion at NBAA, and
I encourage you to invite non-members
of course, making sure that the CBAA
into our tent – and invite you to contact
convention and exhibition provides real
me personally with your views and ideas
sales opportunities every year.
for how the CBAA can continue to serve
Our conventions may be time
you better.
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BC Campbell • Aviation Director, Chief Pilot
Scotiabank
Louise Dunlop • President, Sterling Aviation Services
David Mann • Director of Aviation,
TransCanada Pipelines
Jean-Christophe Gallagher • Vice President, Strategy
and Marketing, Bombardier Business Aircraft;
Bill McGoey • President, Aurora Jet Partners
Clement Nadeau • A.G. Aviation, Ltee.
Anthony Norejko • Director, Travel Services & Aviation/Chief
Pilot, Walmart Canada Corporation;
Jim Thompson • Chief Pilot
Saskatchewan Air Transportation Services
Andrew Tuck • Assistant Chief Pilot,
Air Services Branch, RCMP
Jaime Vins • CEO, Vins Plastics Limited
Gary Wood • Corporate Sales and Marketing,
Flying Colours
Mark Van Berkel • President & CEO,
TrueNorth Avionics Inc.

ADVOCACY AND NEWS

CBAA advocacy: wins and progress on many fronts

C

BAA and Canadian business aviation have broken
through the regulatory logjam with a number of
significant successes for 604 and 704 operators.
To get the most recent information on these and other CBAA
activities, please visit the CBAA Matters forum on our website,
cbaa-acaa.ca (member login required.)

New proposed Competency Certification
(Training to Proficiency)
Working closely with the CBAA, Transport Canada has proposed
a new program in response to a CBAA proposal that will permit
the current training to proficiency program to continue albeit
with some additional requirements.
This SMS-based, “state of the art”, competency certification
will include procedures to assess pilot performance during
all phases of training as an alternative to the training program
currently required by CAR 604.
CBAA is currently reviewing the proposal. While there may
be some modifications needed, the new approach should work for
member operators, and provide a welcome alternative to the CAR
604 requirements.

Ad-hoc charters and corporate operations
get reprieve from new Flight Crew Fatigue
Management regulations
TC has provided a Notice of Intent to publish their proposed
flight crew fatigue management regulations and in their current
form they will only impact 705 operations. However, this is only
Phase One of the regulations, with Phase Two expected to apply
to all air operations and introduce a more comprehensive set of
new requirements as soon as possible. CBAA will monitor this
issue closely, to ensure that what is to follow is acceptable to
members. On the plus side, the battle is far from over, and this
two-phase approach will give us the opportunity to continue to
influence the regulations before they are published.

One flight attendant for 50 passengers
confirmed for 604
Transport Canada took a major step in differentiating between
commercial and business aviation with the new regulation that
sets the standard at one flight attendant per 50 PAX. This is
markedly different from the new 705 requirements, which now
operate under one flight attendant per 50 seats or 40 PAX.

CBAA dealing with new international passenger
information requirements
CBAA is a member of the TC working group that will deal with
how business and general aviation will handle new international
passenger security measures. While they are two separate
processes, both the electronic Travel Authorization (eTA), which
uses information provided by the traveller, and the Interactive
Advance Passenger Information (IAPI), provided by the operator,

www.cbaa-acaa.ca

are designed to weed out potentially threatening individuals
before they board an aircraft. However, the commercial
regulations proposed require processes that are set up to align
with commercial scheduled reservation and information systems,
which are not used by the vast majority of ad hoc charter and
business aviation operations. The CBAA if fully engaged in
removing the ad hoc charter operations from the current proposed
regulations and reducing any future requirements for business
aviation to the minimum possible.

CBAA - making progress on level of service and other
604 regulatory issues.
After the first technical level meeting held on 604 regulations
this past May, TC is engaging with the CBAA in a meaningful
way to address outstanding issues. To deal with immediate
concerns, TC is open to a “limited” extension applicable to
small operators (likely operators with three aircraft or less), and
looking at delegations for specific items. At this point, CBAA has
determined that the best interest of members regarding CAR 604
implementation and compliance will be more readily achieved by:
•

Extending the exemption where required;

•

Delegating special authorization approvals to an
authorized person;

•

Making an administrative amendment to CAR 604;

•

Providing comprehensive guidance material that helps
identify minimum compliance requirements; and

•

The CBAA providing a template Operations Manual that
documents how to achieve minimum compliance

•

Minimum compliance standards spelled out in CBAA

NEW Operations Manual Template for CBAA members
The CBAA template operations manual, completely reviewed by
Transport Canada, offers a simple way for members, especially
small operators, to ensure their compliance under 604.
The template provides a baseline for operators to create their
own, tailored operations manual by amending it to reflect the
operator’s approach to operating in compliance with the applicable
Canadian Regulations. The template manual addresses all the
operations manual regulatory requirements
and if the manual is appropriately customized and the processes and
procedures implemented, used and maintained, then the operator
should meet the regulator requirements for an operations manual.
The CBAA members’ forum includes the downloadable
template and OM Checklist template. Members must subscribe to
this forum to receive updates.
CBAA extends its sincere thanks to Frank Burke, without whose
extensive development and editing work this manual would not
exist, and to Ed Ratzlaff who provided the operations manual
checklist.
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS

CBAA 2015 wraps up
one of the biggest – and best
– CBAA conventions in years
With almost 670 delegates, and 21 aircraft in the static, CBAA 2015 scored high marks, earning accolades
for its educational sessions, social events and amount of business conducted
at the exhibit and static.
Here are just a few of the highlights. Presentations are available online at cbaa-acaa.ca
(member login required).

QUEBEC
CHAPTER MEETING
September 16th 2015
Sponsored by - Gulfstream

One of CBAA’s Largest Static Displays

ONTARIO
CHAPTER MEETING
September 2015

EDMONTON
CHAPTER MEETING
September 22nd 2015

CALGARY
CHAPTER MEETING

A successful day on the greens
for Hope Air

Our Fantastic Host CYHU –
Avfuel H18

Plenary sessions set the stage for a
great event

September 23rd 2015
Sponsored by – Cessna/
Innotech-Execaire

VANCOUVER
CHAPTER MEETING
September 24th 2015
Sponsored by – Cessna/
Innotech-Execaire

ATLANTIC
CHAPTER MEETING

It’s all fun and games

Rudy Toering (left) presents Leo
Knaapen with the CBAA Partners in
Safety award.

Rudy Toering presents Gilles Ouimet with a
Hope Air Adopt-A-Flight certificate

September 2015

Rudy Toering (R) presents
Hope Air with ($26,363.00
plus) donation check
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MEMBERSHIP

CBAA Member SMS

T

he CBAA Member Safety Management System (SMS), part of the
CBAA Partners in Safety Program, has been created expressly to
help private operators comply with the updated 604 regulations
respecting Quality Assurance and Safety Management Systems.
The CBAA Member SMS provides a unique, check list-based
approach to the development, implementation and operation of a private
operator SMS. It is the only program of its type to be fully validated by
Transport Canada Civil Aviation (TCCA), and to incorporate a national
aggregate database to comply with the trending data requirement.

Welcome New Members
Wyvern Ltd.

Wyvern guides customers in everyday risk management through
our unsurpassed safety intelligence database, experienced auditors,
consulting services, and air safety education to help each make the
utmost informed decisions for their aviation needs and operations.

Luxia Innovation Ltd.

Luxia Innovation is specialized in carpet and other floor
covering solutions.
For more than 23 years, we have been working in the aeronautic field,
offering a selection of exceptional products including cabin carpets,
maintenance runners, cockpit cabin carpets, anti-slip steps, other
finishing cabin products and floor coverings.
Our highly experienced staff can answer all your demands regarding
complex cutting designs and highly specialized finishing and
configurations. We offer premium finishing solutions guaranteed to be
unique and exclusive.

Canadian Equipment Finance & Leasing Inc.

CBAA Industry Partnership Program

CBAA has developed partnerships with Associate Members who will
provide discounted or preferred rates on products and services to all
CBAA members. As an associate member, by partnering with the CBAA,
you are promoting your products and services to business aviation
operators and gaining access to the operator community.
Expand your reach and focus on the operator community through this
targeted program.

CBAA Member Forum

The CBAA website now offers the “Members-only Forum”, where you
can take part in active topics and discussions concerning current news and
important government regulation notifications.
You can choose to follow the entire Forum or follow only specific topics
and discussions. You will receive email notifications anytime a new topic or
discussion has been added to the section you are following. To access the
forum, you are required to login to www.cbaa-acaa.ca. If you require login
details, please contact Lindsay Berndt at lberndt@cbaa.ca.

Founded in 2009, CEFL is an independent company specializing in
the finance and lease of corporate aircraft and other transportation,
construction, industrial and manufacturing assets throughout
Canada. Aircraft financing can be a complex undertaking these days,
and CEFL can navigate the issues to provide you with competitive and
timely financing. With a variety of options and structures available,
CEFL has the capability and knowledge to finance or lease all aircraft
types starting at $1MM deal size. Today more than ever, public and
private businesses of all sizes are wise to consider financing or leasing
their next corporate airplane.

FlightAware

Founded in 2005, FlightAware currently provides private aviation
flight tracking in over 50 countries across North America, Europe, and
Oceania, as well as global solutions for aircraft with ADS-B or datalink
(satellite/VHF) via every major provider.
FlightAware’s seamless integration of over 100 real-time, worldwide
data sources combined with FlightAware’s powerful, intuitive,
responsive, and reliable web-based interface yield the most capable
and useful flight tracking application and service.

CanCharter Aviation Inc.

CanCharter Aviation is a licensed aircraft charter brokerage company
with aircraft & helicopters of all sizes available in their extensive
database. They make it their business to keep track of the ever
changing landscape of aircraft available to charter across North
America. With their international collaborations, you are covered
across the globe. Just one stop - for all your charter requirements.
The promise is simple: reliable, turn-key service that meets your
specific needs.

Business Air

Since 1991 Business Air has been a trusted resource for bringing
buyers and sellers of Business Aircraft together with targeted, cost
effective advertising solutions. Today Business Air is taking it to the
next level by introducing complete multi-media options for you to
choose from. By growing our digital and international subscribers,
Business Air helps advertisers grow into new markets.
Business Air is published monthly and circulates worldwide to
qualifying FBOs, corporate flight departments, including chief
pilots, jet and turboprop owners and operators, dealers and brokers.
Advertisers benefit from our exclusive circulation targeted to
qualified buyers.

www.cbaa-acaa.ca
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